
LISTENING SKILLS DEVELOP OVER TIME 
Children with hearing loss usually need to practice listening skills. Just like our comparison to a 100-piece picture puzzle, 

you can learn to understand or guess at what a picture is even if you are missing some of the pieces. Listening skills range 

from easy to very challenging. This happens in a certain order. Discuss these with an adult and rate how easy or hard you 

think this is for you. Think about it when you wear an FM and when you don’t wear an FM too. 

1 – always easy,    2 – mostly easy,   3 – sometimes difficult,   4 – mostly difficult,     5 – always difficult 

Description Example In quiet 
rate 1 - 5 

In noise 
rate 1 - 5 

Auditory recall: You can remember groups of words that 
contain four critical elements (yellow book that is tall with 
red at the top and black writing) 

Teacher describes one item in a desk drawer or 
one item from a shelf and child picks correct one 

  

Auditory sequencing a story: You can retells story in correct 
sequence 

Child listens to a short story and retells it. Mom 
went to the store and bought milk, 3 apples, 
peanut butter and hamburger. 

  

Auditory blending: You can combine isolated phonemes into 
words, or single words into sentences (h-a-t HAT) 

Child blends the sounds h-a-t to produce the 
word ‘hat’ 

  

You can listen to a description and understand what is 
being talked about (Identification based on several related 
descriptions and contextual clues, including expansion of 
vocabulary) 

 “I’m thinking of something that is red. It’s a 
fragrant flower which grows on a bush. It’s stem 
has thorns on it. People give them for 
Valentine’s Day.” 

  

Auditory closure: You can understand and provide a whole 
word or message when a part is missing 

Child completes the statement: “Triangle, 
square, and rectangle are all _____”. Or “snow 
is white, grass is _____” 

  

Processing questions: You can answer thinking process 
questions 

“What do you do when you’re hungry?”   

Auditory analysis: You can understand the meanings of 
phonemes, morphemes, and syntactic or semantic 
structures embedded in words and sentences. He played 
outside. Is he playing right now? 

Child relates “-ed” to past tense in words. Child 
responds appropriately when an adult says, 
“Point to your shoe or your sock” 

  

Auditory tracking: You can follows text as an adult reads 
aloud 

Child moves finger over the pictures in a 
storybook as an adult reads the book.  

  

Processing main ideas of stories and discussions Child understands the main idea of a story. 
Child understands and participates in word, 
card, and board games. Child understands and 
participates in conversations. 

  

Auditory comprehension: You can listen and understand 
while engaged in another activity 

Child listens to and understands a story while 
coloring a picture. 

  

Auditory comprehension: You can understand relationships 
between verbal language and children’s literature (story 
grammar) 

Child relates to “Once upon a time,” “lived 
happily ever after,” etc. 

  

Auditory comprehension: You can carry on a conversation 
using auditory-only cues 

Child carries on a conversation in the car or in 
the dark 

  

Auditory comprehension: You can understand messages 
from  CD players, videos/DVD, radio, etc 

Child understands the words to a song on a CD 
or the message from a school loudspeaker 

  

Auditory comprehension: You can understand 
conversations on the telephone 

Child talks to grandmother and is able to answer 
questions and discuss with her 

  

Adapted from Auditory Skills Checklist by Nancy S. Caleffe-Schneck, M.Ed., CCC-A (1992).   
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Excerpted from Listening Inventory For Education (1998), Karen Anderson & Joseph Smaldino. 
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